Hi Primary 7 (or should I say S1?!),
Well, the time has come for me to say goodbye to all of you. I
can hardly believe how quickly your time at Craigroyston
Primary has gone!
I’m sure you’ll all be feeling different kinds of emotions today.
Some of you might feel a bit sad, while others might just feel
like it’s all a bit surreal, and that’s okay! I do hope that you’re
all feeling (even a little bit) excited about your next adventure in High School. Your
teachers that are waiting there for you are so very lucky. I know that you’ll all go on
to achieve AMAZING things in your new schools & that’s because you’re all fantastic
pupils in so many wonderful ways!
I hope you all know how much I have LOVED being your teacher! I will miss you all
LOTS next term when I don’t see you at school anymore. I’m hoping that we’ll all
manage to get together one last time to have a wee reunion or party at some stage
but that might not be until next year.
I think it’s only fitting that I leave you all with some wise words from good old
Professor Albus Dumbledore:

“It is our choices that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities.”
I think that that is brilliant advice as it is a great reminder that no matter what you
think you’ll be good at in your next school, YOU have the power to choose to do the
right thing. So, keep making good choices in your next adventure everyone &
remember how proud you have all made me. "
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being such a fun class to teach. It has been a pleasure!

Lots of love,
Mrs Armstrong "
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Have a lovely
Summer break!

